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ABSTRACT In this paper, the variable sweep is used as a replacement for the conventional control surfaces
for flight control on a tandem-wing micro aerial vehicle (MAV). This configuration allows the MAV to be
folded into and launched from a tubular catapult while also retaining an adequately high effectiveness and
a simple structure. As new control inputs, the four sweep angles of the MAV are planned as symmetric and
asymmetric morphing to eliminate the reactive forces between the airfoils and fuselage during morphing.
The aerodynamic characteristics of theMAV are presented through numerical simulations to study the effects
of variable sweep morphing. An accurate nonlinear multibody dynamic model of the variable sweep MAV
is established using the Kane method. Next, open-loop dynamic responses of sweep morphing based on the
nonlinear dynamic model are analyzed and compared with the responses caused by the elevons control mode
to examine the control effectiveness. Moreover, a flight control law based on sweep control is designed and
verified using a height and yaw tracking simulation with different actuator response rates. The results show
that the sweep control mode produces weaker coupling between the longitudinal and lateral dynamics than
the elevons control mode and that the innovative approach for flight control is feasible and effective.

INDEX TERMS Tandem-wing, variable sweep, catapult launch, dynamic coupling, morphing aircraft, Kane
method.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems have been broadly
applied in military and civilian fields, such as in moni-
toring and mapping [1], across the globe in recent years,
and the performance requirements are becoming increas-
ingly stringent. Among the various forms of UAVs, there are
certain types of MAVs that have a wingspan scale of less
than 1 m [2] with folded airfoils that can be launched from
a tubular catapult and have the airfoils deployed while in
free flight [3]. The folding technology can reduce the space
required for an MAV and allow easy storage and transporta-
tion, and the short fuselage structure without an undercarriage
can considerably reduce the vehicle weight [4]. Moreover,
the catapult approach has higher security, less wind influ-
ence, faster take-off speed and better launch stability than
the other launching modes, and it does not require a runway,
thereby allowing MAVs to be launched from other aircraft or
underwater [5], [6].

The use of morphing wings, including inflatable wing [7],
composite bendable-wing [8], and flexible membrane
wing [9], for MAVs to fit into a small container has been
extensively studied by many researchers. There is also a
means of structural deformation such that MAVs deploy
folded airfoils by rotating the airfoils from the initial positions
(at which they were attached and aligned parallel to the
fuselage) to positions perpendicular to the fuselage [6], [10],
[11]. Although morphing wings and structural deformation
can meet the folding requirement, space limitations will
result in a considerable decrease in the effectiveness of the
control surfaces because of the small areas, moment arms
and available dynamic pressures as well as the more complex
structural arrangements [9].

In these situations, additional equipment or an innovative
approaches can be used to assist or even replace the conven-
tional control surfaces to enhance flight performance. A cycle
variable pitch propeller system [12] and alterable thrust
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direction [13] inspired by thrust vectoring techniques were
developed to improve the maneuverability and agility of
UAVs. Many research institutions have investigated biolog-
ically inspired gull-wing aircraft using symmetric or asym-
metric morphing to generate pitch or roll moment for
flight control [14]–[16]. Other approaches, such as tele-
scope wing morphing [17] and the combination of variable
sweep and variable span [18], have dramatically improved
the maneuverability of UAVs. However, flight control can-
not be achieved solely using methods employing thrust vec-
toring techniques, and such methods will lead to a more
complexMAV construction. The other approachesmentioned
above cannot easily meet the aim of folding an MAV into a
container.

Considering the aforementioned analysis, we propose a
novel tandem-wing MAV with four variable wings that can
be folded into a tube launcher and deployed in free flight after
being launched by a catapult. The most distinctive feature of
the proposed MAV is that it has four variable sweep wings
employing various combinations of sweep angles for attitude
control to replace the traditional control surfaces. Variable
sweep technology can satisfy the aerodynamic requirements
of both high and low speeds, thereby expanding the flight
envelope. [19] There are an increasing number of appli-
cations of variable sweep on MAVs to enhance perching
maneuvers [20], [21], achieve a high aerodynamic efficiency
and greater ease of launching [22], or optimize the flight
dynamics of each maneuver [23]. Most studies have focused
on symmetric sweep morphing only for longitudinal flight
control [24]; in contrast, only a few studies have investigated
asymmetric sweep morphing for lateral flight control. Tong
et al. explored the concept of asymmetric variable sweepwing
on traditional aircraft for roll control as well as for pitch
control [25]. However, this configuration will result in large
changes in the aerodynamic and configuration parameters
during the sweep variation and lead to three-axis dynamic
response variations that must be trimmed using the con-
trol surfaces. Therefore, it is meaningful to explore a novel
variable sweep concept on a tandem-wing MAV to entirely
displace the traditional control surfaces.

Inspired by the above discussions, a tandem-wing MAV
with four variable sweep airfoils using symmetric morphing
for longitudinal maneuverability and asymmetric morphing
for lateral maneuverability is a potentially practical approach
to address the difficultly in mounting control surfaces on
MAVs. Compared with the existing results, the main contri-
butions of this paper lie in the following.

(1) The novel catapult launched tandem-wing MAV, which
has no traditional control surfaces, uses symmetric mor-
phing of the variable sweep airfoils for pitch control and
asymmetric morphing for roll control, thereby decreas-
ing the configuration complexity and maintaining control
effectiveness.

(2) Coordinated allocation sweep angles of the canards
and wings can weaken the coupling between longitudinal and
lateral dynamics, and the shift in the neutral point can be

FIGURE 1. Catapult launch of the previous tandem-wing MAV
prototype [26].

controlled within a small range by a configuration change
compared with generic variable sweep aircraft.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, variable sweep
technology has not been applied on tandem-wing aircraft.
An MAV with four sweep angles as new control inputs
is a complex, nonlinear, time-varying dynamic system, and
therefore, systemic work including aerodynamic analysis,
dynamics modeling, flight control and simulation is pre-
sented. In Section II, the effects of variable sweep on the
aerodynamic characteristics are investigated using computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) and the vortex lattice method
(VLM), and multiple sweep inputs have been optimized to
weaken the coupling between longitudinal and lateral dynam-
ics. In Section III, the nonlinear multibody dynamic model
of the variable sweep MAV is built using the Kane method.
In Section IV, the open-loop dynamic responses of symmetric
and asymmetric sweep morphing are numerically simulated
and compared with the responses obtained using the elevons
control mode to examine the control effectiveness of the
variable sweep approach, and a flight control law is also
designed to validate the feasibility and performance of the
sweep control mode.

II. VARIABLE SWEEP MAV CONFIGURATION AND
AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
A. CONFIGURATION OF THE MAV
Catapult launched flight experiments have been performed
using the previous tandem-wing MAV prototype and demon-
strated excellent performance, as shown in Fig. 1 [26]. On that
basis, we modified the unfolding airfoil mechanism from a
passive drive to an active drive; a schematic of the MAV is
shown in Fig. 2. Four actuators are housed in the fuselage,
driving the corresponding airfoils to unfold or change their
sweep angle. The canards and wings of the MAV have the
same size to improve the load capacity and allow it to easily
maintain longitudinal balance. To reduce the effect of down-
wash caused by the canard, the wings are designed to be
located above the canards. After catapult launching, theMAV
is deployed, with the canards rotating forward by 90◦ and the
wings rotating backward by 90◦, driven by the corresponding
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FIGURE 2. Exploded oblique view of the variable sweep MAV.

FIGURE 3. Aerodynamic force and moment on the variable sweep MAV.
(a) Parameter definitions. (b) Aerodynamic characteristics.

actuator. To reduce the complexity of the airfoils’ movement,
the canards can sweep backward and the wings can sweep
forward from 0◦ to 30◦. The airfoils are made of light foam
and carbon fiber materials to guarantee adequate strength and
a fast response. The vertical tails are used to improve lateral
stability.
Ob is the mass center of the fuselage, Oi is the center of

rotation for each airfoil, O′i is the mass center of each airfoil,
the distance to Oi is l, Oia is the aerodynamic center of each
airfoil, hi is the sweep angle of the airfoils, and i = 1, 2,
3, and 4 denote the left canard, right canard, left wing and
right wing, respectively, as viewed from the tail of the aircraft

FIGURE 4. Several sweep configurations of the MAV. (a) No sweep.
(b) Dash configuration. (c) Longitudinal maneuver. (d) Lateral maneuver.

TABLE 1. Main parameters of the aircraft.

shown in Fig. 3(a). In the initial state, the sweep angles are
all equal to zero. A clockwise sweep angle rotating is positive
from the top view; thus, h2 and h3 ∈ [0◦, 30◦], h1 and h4 ∈
[−30◦, 0◦]. The main configuration parameters of the MAV
are shown in Table 1. J fyz and J

f
xy are neglected because of the

approximate symmetry about the fuselage coordinate plane
Oxz, and the inertia tensors Jaxy, J

a
xz and J

a
yz about the airfoil

are also neglected because they are approximately zero.

B. AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
VARIABLE SWEEP MAV
The aerodynamic characteristics of each airfoil with varia-
tions in the sweep angles are shown in Fig. 3(b). Allocating
the sweep angles rationally, the MAV has several configu-
rations, namely, no sweep, dash configuration, longitudinal
maneuver and lateral maneuver, as shown in Fig. 4. The initial
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state is the no sweep configuration for loitering. Longitudinal
maneuvers can be realized by symmetric morphing. When
both of the canards sweep backward (h1 =-h2, h3 = h4 = 0),
the shift in the aerodynamic center of the canards leads to a
negative pitch moment relative to the center of mass, and the
side forces Y1 and Y2 offset each other. Moreover, a positive
pitch moment is generated when the wings sweep forward
(h3 =-h4). Thus, by having the canards sweep backward and
the wings sweep forward, one can trim the flight state without
an elevator for the dash configuration and eliminate trim drag.
Under the condition of asymmetric morphing (h2 = h4 = 0,
h1 =-h3), the shift in the aerodynamic center of the left
canard and the wing leads to a negative roll moment relative
to the center of mass and an opposite roll moment under the
condition of inverse morphing. However, the side forces Y1
and Y3 will lead to a positive yaw moment relative to the
center of mass, and the drag is asymmetric (D2 + D4 >

D1+D3), leading to a yaw moment; the longitudinal balance
is also broken with a shift in the aerodynamic center. Thus,
notable coupling effects will be produced on the three axes
and cannot be neglected.

The four variable sweep angles [h1, h2, h3, h4] as control
inputs are redundant and complex; thus, we allocated the four
sweep angles and defined δe and δa as the control input for
symmetric and asymmetric morphing to take on the roles
of the conventional elevator and aileron, respectively. This
mode is similar to the use of elevons on a flying wing. The
two channels are separated and described by the following
formulas for the mode that can also maximally eliminate
the reactive force between the airfoils and fuselage during
morphing:

δe =

{
h1 = −h2, h3 = h4 = 0, δe < 0
h3 = −h4, h1 = h2 = 0, δe > 0

(1)

δa =

{
h1 = −h3, h2 = h4 = 0, δa < 0
h2 = −h4, h1 = h3 = 0, δa > 0

(2)

In fact, the two canards and two wings in the symmetric
condition or both sides in the asymmetric condition will
sweep at the same time to ensure that the morphing MAV
tracks the control command. However, the effects of dynamic
motions hinder the accurate modeling of the MAV’s aero-
dynamics; thus, we define the inputs as described above
to greatly facilitate the aerodynamic modeling and follow-
up research studies. The rudder is temporarily neglected
in this study, and turning maneuvers are realized by the
centripetal force formed by the horizontal lift compo-
nent through asymmetric morphing to allow the aircraft to
bank.

The morphing response is sufficiently fast such that the
effects of unsteady aerodynamic force produced by morphing
are negligible, and the aerodynamic forces and moments are
achieved under the quasi-steady assumption. According to
the input definition and quasi-steady assumption, the aerody-
namic force and moment coefficients of the variable sweep
MAV are relative to not only δe and δa but also to the attack

FIGURE 5. Pressure distribution on the tandem-wing MAV.

angle α and sideslip angle β, as expressed by the following
equations:

CL = CL0 + CLαα + CLδeδe + CLδaδa
CD = CD0 + CDαα + CDδeδe + CDδaδa
CY = CYβ (α)β + CY δaδa
Cl = Clβ (α)β + Clpp+ Clrr + Clδaδa
Cm = Cm0 + Cmαα + Cmββ + Cmqq+ Cmδeδe

+Cmδaδa
Cn = Cnβ (α)β + Cnpp+ Cnrr + Cnδaδa

(3)

where CL , CD, CY , Cl , Cm and Cn are the coefficients
of lift, drag, side force, roll moment, pitch moment and
yaw moment, respectively. The subscript ‘‘0’’ represents the
zero-lift coefficient. Cij is the aerodynamic derivative, where
Cij = ∂Ci/∂j.

C. AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS BY NUMERICAL
SIMULATION
The aerodynamic forces and moments varying with δe and δa
under different α and β are obtained using the CFD approach;
this approach can reduce the cost of performing wind tun-
nel experiments and reduce design cycle time. The CFD
approach was proven to be accurate in our previous study [26]
considering the precision of the measurement method and the
simulation errors. The pressure distribution on the MAV with
no sweep simulated using the commercial software FLUENT
16.0 at α = 4◦ is shown in Fig. 5; the pressure area acting
on the canards is stronger than that acting on the wings.
This phenomenon is in accordance with the experimental
results [27], which demonstrated that the effect of downwash
caused by the canards reduces the aerodynamic loads on the
wings, causing the aerodynamic variation of the canards to be
greater than the variation of the wings having the same sweep
angle.

The basic nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients are
acquired using the following equations based on the aerody-
namic forces and moments obtained by the CFD approach:

L = 0.5ρV 2SCL , D = 0.5ρV 2SCD, Y = 0.5ρV 2SCY
L̄ = 0.5ρV 2SbCl, M=0.5ρV 2ScACm, N=0.5ρV 2SbCn

(4)
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FIGURE 6. Aerodynamic coefficients under the condition of symmetric morphing (β = 0◦).

where L, D, Y , xL, M , and x N are the lift, drag, side force,
roll moment, pitch moment, and yaw moment of the MAV,
respectively, ρ is the density, V is the flight velocity, S is the
wing area, b is the wing span, and cA is the mean aerodynamic
chord. However, the CFD method is not suitable for cal-
culating the aerodynamic derivatives because this approach
requires many calculations and a complex analysis process.
The VLM is used to estimate the aerodynamic derivatives
with the same configuration; the VLM is widely used in the
community and is particularly accurate for analyzing MAVs
with thin wings [14], [28].

According to symmetricmorphing, the aerodynamic forces
and moments of the variable sweep MAV at β = 0◦ with
different attack angles are presented in Fig. 6. Symmetric
morphing primarily affects longitudinal motion; thus, for a
sideslip angle of β = 0◦, the side force, roll moment and yaw
moment are all zero and nearly invariable with symmetric
morphing. The lift and drag gradually decrease as δe changes
from 0◦ to 30◦ or −30◦, whereas the lift-drag ratio increases
gradually; this trend illustrates that the lift varies within a
small range and the drag varies considerably with increases
in the deformation amplitude. The maximum nose-up and
nose-down pitch moments generated by symmetric sweep
morphing are 0.618 N · m and −1.21 N · m, respectively,

at α = 4◦, and increase with increases in the attack angle as
well as the lift and drag.

According to asymmetric morphing on the left side,
the aerodynamic forces and moments of the variable sweep
MAV at α = 4◦ with different sideslip angles are pre-
sented in Fig. 7. Asymmetric morphing primarily affects
lateral motion but can also affect the longitudinal aerody-
namic coefficients to some degree. Moreover, under the con-
dition of symmetric morphing, an MAV experiencing more
deformation will have a smaller lift and drag. Furthermore,
regardless of the sign of the sideslip angle, the lift and drag
decrease with increases in the sideslip angle. A negative roll
moment is generated by the sweep variation of the left side
of the MAV, and the maximum moment is −0.487 N · m
when β = 0◦; variations in the sideslip do not change this
moment significantly. A small side force and positive yaw
moment are generated with the MAV morphing at β = 0◦,
and the magnitudes are proportional to the sideslip angle.
When β = 0◦, the change in the pitch moment as the
MAVmorphs causes the MAV to nose-down, and the sideslip
angle will exacerbate the extent of nosing-down. The effect
causes the dynamics to experience cross-coupling, which
is undesirable and is a considerable challenge for flight
control.
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III. FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODELING BASED ON
THE KANE METHOD
An accurate and insightful dynamic model must be built as
the foundation of controller design and mission simulation.
In the large-scale morphing process of the variable sweep
MAV, various parameters, such as the aerodynamic force and
moment, moment of inertia, center of mass and aerodynamic
center, have distinct changes and exhibit clear time-varying
and nonlinear characteristics. As a result, standard rigid-body
dynamics equations will not be applicable. To remedy this
situation, Obradovic et al relaxed the rigidity of the morphing
aircraft to make the inertia tensor an explicit function of time
that depends on the displacements and rotations of the various
components [16]. However, this method will generate many
moment of inertia derivative arguments, making the dynamics
equations more complex.

Another approach is to apply the methods of multibody
dynamics, treating the entire aircraft as several separate rigid
bodies; in this approach, the inertia moment and inertia tensor
of each body are constant. Compared with the Lagrange
method, modeling using the Kane method greatly reduces
the differential operations through the introduction of vector
mechanics and analytical mechanics [29]. Moreover, model-
ing using the Kane method benefits the linearization of the
dynamics equations. Thus, the nonlinear dynamics equations
of the variable sweepMAVwill be formulated using the Kane
method.

A. GENERALIZED COORDINATE AND
GENERALIZED VELOCITY
The MAV is comprised of a fuselage and four active air-
foils; the moment of inertia and product of inertia of each
component do not vary over time. The center of mass of the
aircraft shifts during the morphing process; thus, the origin
of the body coordinate system Obxbybzb is located at the
center of mass of the fuselage instead of the aircraft, and the
ground coordinate system is described asOgxgygzg, as shown
in Fig. 3. Vertical tails have only a slight influence and are
typically neglected in the modeling process.

The generalized coordinates have the minimum number
of variables that could satisfy the constraints and ascertain
a unique configuration in the inertial frame of reference.
We chose [x, y, z, φ, θ , ψ , h1, h2, h3, h4]T as the generalized
coordinates: [x, y, z]T is the position of Ob in the ground
coordinate system; φ, θ and ψ are the bank angle, pitch
angle and yaw angle, respectively; and h1, h2, h3 and h4 are
the sweep angles that define the deformation extent of the
MAV. The generalized velocity is a first-order differential
equation for the generalized coordinate. The attitude angles
and angular velocities are measured in the body axes; thus, for
further analysis and control system design, we chose x = [u,
v, w, p, q, r , η1, η2, η3, η4]T as the generalized velocities.
[u, v, w]T and [p, q, r]T are the flight velocity and angular
velocity in the body coordinate system, respectively. ηi is the
differential of hi with respect to time, with i = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The relationship between the generalized coordinates and
generalized velocities can be expressed as

[u, v,w]T = Sbg[ẋ, ẏ, ż]T

[p, q, r]T = Q[φ̇, θ̇ , ψ̇]T

[η1, η2, η3, η4]T = [ḣ1, ḣ2, ḣ3, ḣ4]T
(5)

where Sbg andQ are transition matrices and are expressed as:

Sbg =

 cθcψ cθsψ −sθ
sθcψsφ−sψcφ sθsψsφ+cψcφ cθsφ
sθcψcφ+sψsφ sθsψcφ − cψsφ cθcφ

 (6)

Q =

 1 0 − sin θ
0 cosφ sinφ cos θ
0 − sinφ cosφ cos θ

 (7)

B. PARTIAL VELOCITY AND PARTIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY
The flight velocity and angular velocity of the MAV in the
body coordinate system can be formed as{

v = ui+ vj + wk
ω = pi+ qj + rk

(8)

Because the body coordinate system is fixed on the fuse-
lage, the velocity and angular velocity of the fuselage can be
expressed as {

vf = ui+ vj + wk
ωf = pi+ qj + rk

(9)

Because all of the airfoils rotate around the body axis z,
the angular velocities are

ωi = pi+ qj + (r + ηi)k (10)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
When there is no sweep, in body coordinate we define

rObOi = xii+ yij + zik (11)

rOiO′i = x ′i i+ y
′
ij + z

′
ik (12)

where x1 = x1 = ac, x3 = x4 =-aw, yi = (−1)ibf , z1 = z2 =-
z3 =-z4 = c, x ′i = (−1)1+il sin xhi, y′i = (−1)il cos hi, and
z′i = 0. The velocity of the airfoils is

vi = vf + ωf × rObOi + ωi × rOiO′i (13)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Transforming (10), (11) and (12) to functions of the gen-

eralized velocities as given in (13), the corresponding partial
velocity and partial angular velocity can be acquired as{

vi = [vi1, · · · , v
i
k , · · · , v

j
10]x

ωi = [ωi1, · · · ,ω
i
k , · · · ,ω

i
10]x

(14)

where vik and ωik represent the kth partial angular velocity
and partial velocity of component i, respectively, i = f , 1, 2,
3 and 4 denote the fuselage, left canard, right canard, left wing
and right wing, respectively, and k = 1, 2, . . . , 10 denote the
corresponding generalized velocities.
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FIGURE 7. Aerodynamic coefficients under the condition of asymmetric morphing (α = 4◦).

C. ACTIVE FORCE AND ACTIVE MOMENT
The active force of the fuselage is contributed by the gravity
of the fuselage, the thrust and the aerodynamic force and can
be expressed as

Ff = Sbg[0, 0,mf g]T + [P, 0, 0]T + STab[−Df ,Yf ,−Lf ]
T

(15)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, mf is the mass of the
fuselage, P is the thrust, Df ,Yf and Lf are the drag, side force
and lift on the fuselage, respectively.

The active moment of the fuselage is contributed by the
reactive force of the driving torques and the side force while
assuming the lift and drag act on the mass center and is
expressed as

M f = [0, 0,T1 + T2 + T3 + T4]T + [−0.5lf , 0, 0]T

×STab[0,Yf , 0]
T (16)

where Ti is the driving torque of the airfoil, i = 1, 2, 3 and 4,
and lf is the length of the fuselage.
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FIGURE 8. Open-loop dynamic responses caused by symmetric morphing.

The active force of the airfoil contributed by the gravity
and aerodynamic force can be expressed as

Fi = Sbg[0, 0,mig]T + STab[−Di,Yi,−Li]
T (17)

where mi is the mass of airfoil and is equal to ma and i =1, 2,
3 and 4.
Oia is the aerodynamic center of each airfoil, and in the

body coordinate is defined as

rOiOia = xia i+ yia j (18)

Thus, the active moments of the airfoil are

M i = [0, 0,−Ti]T + (rOiOia − rOiO′i )× S
T
ab[−Di,Yi,−Li]

T

(19)

where i =1, 2, 3 and 4.

D. INERTIA FORCE AND INERTIA MOMENT
To obtain the inertia moment, the angular acceleration vector
and acceleration vector must be obtained first. Taking the
derivative of the angular velocity can be used to acquire the

angular acceleration; the acceleration of the mass center of
each component in the body coordinate system can be written
as

af = v̇f + ωf × vf (20)

ai = af + ω̇f × rObOi + ωf × ṙObOi + ω̇i × rOiO′i
+ωi × ṙOiO′i (21)

The inertia moment of component i is given by

Ḣ i = J̇ iωi + J iω̇i + ωi × J iωi (22)

where H i is the angular momentum, J i is the inertia matrix
written as (23), i =1, 2, 3 and 4, and J1 = J2 = J3 = J4 =
Ja.

J i =

 J ix −J ixy −J ixz
−J iyx Jx iy −J iyz
−J izx −J izy J iz

 (23)

The parameters of the inertia matrix are shown in Table 1.
The fuselage and airfoils are all single rigid bodies; thus,
J̇ i = 0.
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FIGURE 9. Open-loop dynamic responses caused by asymmetric morphing.

E. KANE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
By substituting the partial velocity, partial angular veloc-
ity, active forces, active moments, inertia forces and inertia
moments acquired from the previous formulas into (24),
the generalized active forces Q̃k and Q̃∗k and the generalized
inertia forces can be obtained as

Q̃k =
∑
i

(Fi · vik +M i · ω
i
k )

Q̃∗k =
∑
i

[(−miai) · vik − Ḣ i · ω
i
k ]

(24)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and 4. The basic Kane equations are written
as

Q̃k + Q̃∗k = 0(k = 1, 2, . . . , 10) (25)

The Kane equations represent the six-degree-of-freedom
nonlinear time-varying dynamic model and the four actu-
ators’ dynamics. The detailed expressions of the nonlinear
dynamic model are shown in Appendix. The equations for
the four actuators’ dynamics are highly complex, and the
response time of the actuators is short; thus, we assumed that
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FIGURE 10. Closed-loop control structure based on sweep control.

the actuators can provide the required moments and power
to assert the appropriate behavior, and a suitable second-
order system is used to formulate the transient response of
the actuators as:

η̇i = ω
2
n(hci − hi)− 2ζnωnηi (26)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and 4, ωn is the natural frequency, ζn
is the damping ratio, and hci is the desired control input.
This approach ignores the effect of aerodynamic load on the
actuator dynamics, and ωn is limited by the performance of
the actuators [18].

By combining (A1)-(A6) and (26), the nonlinear dynamics
model can be described by

ẋ = A(u)x+ B(u) (27)

where x is the state variable, u = [δe, δa, δT ]T is the control
input, δe and δa refer to (1) and (2), respectively, and δT is
the thrust control. A and B are the configuration matrices that
vary with u, and they will determine the dynamic responses
of the morphing MAV. The control input in the traditional
control mode can typically affect only the control moment,
and the effect on the configuration matrix is ignored. This
aspect is the difference between the sweep control mode and
traditional control mode.

IV. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSES
AND FLIGHT CONTROL
In this section, open-loop dynamic simulation is performed
based on the nonlinear dynamic model to compare the control
effectiveness between variable sweep control and elevons
control. Then, the closed-loop flight simulation is presented
to verify the feasibility and effects of variable sweep for flight
control.

A. OPEN-LOOP DYNAMIC RESPONSES COMPARED WITH
ELEVONS CONTROL MODE
Morphing is typically used to enhance the aerodynamic per-
formance in variable environments because the large inertia
and limited material strength lead to a slow dynamic response

of morphing. However, the small size and light airfoils in
the MAV configuration enable the use of sweep morphing
as the only control input. Under the condition of no rudder,
the sweep control is equivalent to the elevons control, but
the control processes are different. The open-loop dynamic
responses of sweep control based on the nonlinear dynamic
model compared with these achieved through elevons control
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The initial condition is straight
and level flight at H = 200 m, V = 20 m/s, and α = 4◦ in
the static standard atmosphere.

The simulation results shown in Fig. 8 are the dynamic
responses at the maximum symmetric morphing magnitude
|δe| = 12◦, which is less than the achievable maximum
sweep angle, and the compared results were obtained with no
morphing configuration at the same magnitude pitch moment
response using elevons control. The responsive pitch moment
1M causes α, θ and pitch angular velocity q to all increase
in the preliminary stage that is characteristic of a typical
short period. In addition, the variations are slightly stronger
when using the elevons control mode because as the sweep
varies, themass center of the wings shift forward to generate a
slight nose-down pitchmoment about the gravity center of the
MAV. After the input response finishes, the morphing MAV
returns to the configuration of no sweep, α and q recover
rapidly to the initial values; therefore, the short-period mode
is stable. Because the sweep morphing process is brief, the
phugoid motion parameters, height H and velocity V both
change slightly and then exhibit a gradual convergence to the
equilibrium state, and θ mainly shows the phugoid character-
istics and is convergent, so the phugoid mode is also stable.
Meanwhile, H exhibits a slight increment after suffering the
effect of input response. Moreover, because of the forward
shift in the center of mass, the increment in H generated by
the sweep control is smaller than that by the elevons control
once the process is complete, but the difference is less than
0.1 m. There is no lateral dynamic response during symmetric
morphing.

Fig. 9 shows the dynamic responses at the maximum asym-
metric morphing magnitude of |δa| = 15◦, which is less than
the maximum sweep angle that can be achieved. The com-
pared results were obtained with no morphing configuration
at the same magnitude roll moment response using elevons
control. Asymmetric morphing drives longitudinal and lateral
dynamic responses simultaneously. Asymmetric morphing
induces not only a roll moment but also a coupled nose-down
pitch moment, affected by the pitch angle; H and θ suffer
a sustained decline with decreases in α and increases in V .
When the MAV banks left, the MAV generates a left sideslip
angle and yaws to the left, and the variation of β gradually
slows down as the bank angle φ decreases. Furthermore,
under symmetric morphing, the dynamic responses caused
by elevons control are slightly stronger than those caused
by sweep control because the shift in the center of mass
is contrary to rolling during asymmetric morphing. In other
words, the coupled longitudinal motion is weaker while using
asymmetric morphing for lateral attitude control, as expected.
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FIGURE 11. Height tracking responses with a 10 m ascending command with different ωn.

It is observed that the dynamic responses of the two control
mode are almost coincident both in the longitudinal and
lateral direction, and the effectiveness of the variable sweep
control mode is a slightly weaker than that of the elevens
control mode. The differences are mainly due to the shift
in mass center during sweep morphing, which will generate
a moment opposite moment to the main control moment.
However, the positive influence is a weaker coupling between
the longitudinal motion and lateral motion.

B. FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN AND CLOSED-LOOP
FLIGHT SIMULATION
In general, practical MAV systems are essentially nonlin-
ear and unknown nonlinearities exist because the practical
systems are hardly described precisely by the mathematical
models. The adaptive control approach is an effective control
method for nonlinear systems to address unknown nonlineari-
ties, and combining the backstepping technique with adaptive
fuzzy control or adaptive neural control is extensively applied
to various classes of nonlinear systems, such as intercon-
nected nonlinear systems [30], nonlower triangular nonlinear
systems [31], multiinput multioutput time-delay nonlinear
systems [32] and high-order nonlinear systems [33]. The
adaptive control approach has the advantage under unknown
nonlinearities, but it is very complex and id considered out-
side the scope of the current paper. In this paper, the flight
control system is built using a cascaded proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller which is also widely and success-
fully used in nonlinear systems with various uncertainties.

The symmetric morphing magnitude δe and asymmetric
morphing magnitude δa are innovative control inputs that

serve in the roles of conventional elevators and ailerons for
flight control. The closed-loop control structure for the vari-
able sweep MAV is shown in Fig. 10. The height controller,
which is integrated with the inner loop controller for pitch
stabilization and control, is considered to be the longitudinal
autopilot, and the heading controller is considered to be the
lateral autopilot, which comprises an inner loop controller for
roll and sideslip stabilization and control. The two control
channels work in order. When the command calls for lon-
gitudinal motion, the height controller switches on, whereas
when the command calls for lateral motion, the heading
controller switches on. Then, the decomposer decomposes
the output δe or δa signal into the four corresponding sweep
angle signals.

The detailed descriptions of the height and heading con-
troller based on the classical PID control approach are
expressed by (27) and (29).

Height controller

1δe = Kθp1θ + Kθ i

∫
θdt + Kθdq+ KHp1H

+KHi

∫
Hdt + KHd Ḣ

1θ = θ0 − θ

1H = Hcmd − H

(28)

Heading controller{
1δa = Kϕp1ϕ + Kϕi ∫ϕdt + Kϕd r
1ϕ = ϕcmd − ϕ

(29)

where K∗p, K∗i and K∗d represent the proportional, integral
and differential gain, respectively, and ‘‘∗’’ represents θ ,
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FIGURE 12. Yaw tracking responses with a 30◦ turning left command with different ωn.

H and ϕ. θ0 represents the initial theta angle, Hcmd and ϕcmd
are the input commands.

To validate the control performance of the sweep control
mode, height and yaw angle tracking were simulated based
on the nonlinear dynamic model. Moreover, the influences
of the actuator response rate were analyzed for ωn = 8.32,
20.82 and 41.63 rad/s; the corresponding rise times are 0.5 s,
0.2 s and 0.1 s, respectively, and ζn = 0.7. The actuator
has a faster dynamic response when ωn is larger. The ini-
tial condition is straight and level flight at H = 200 m,

V = 20 m/s, and α = 4◦. The throttle δT response is not
considered temporarily and remains constant.

The height tracking responses for a 10 m ascending com-
mand are shown in Fig. 11. The simulation results indicate
that the height responses can all track the desired height well
in the three cases, without any sweep saturation, and the rising
progresses for approximately 10 s. Moreover, the variation
trends of α and q are very similar to the change in δe,
and the longitudinal state variables tend to be stable after
the MAV reaches the targeted height, which demonstrates
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that the height controller responds quickly with high control
precision and can maintain stable longitudinal motion. One
shortcoming is that the height rising efficiency is not high,
and the change in α is exceeds 3.5◦. However, an overly large
attack angle may cause stalling and needs to be coordinated
with the throttle output to achieve better performance.

From the height tracking responses for different actua-
tor response rates, it is observed that the amplitudes of the
responses of δe, q and α are larger and the oscillation time
is longer when ωn is smaller. In other words, if the actuator
response rate is slower, the time of that MAV is in an unstable
state will be greater, and therefore, a longer oscillation time
is needed to reach the steady state. This situation is obvious,
especially when ωn = 8.32 rad/s, and δe experiences a
significant negative value compared with those for the other
two cases shown in Fig. 11.

The yaw tracking responses with a 30◦ turning left com-
mand are shown in Fig. 12. The simulation results indicate
that the yaw responses can track to the desired yaw angle
within 7 s in the three cases, without any sweep saturation;
furthermore, the sideslip angle of the responses can be elim-
inated by asymmetric morphing, and the other lateral motion
parameters and the coupled longitudinal motion parameters
all converge gradually to the equilibrium state. The simula-
tion results illustrate that the heading controller can also work
well with high control precision and can keep theMAV stable.
However, the yaw control by asymmetric morphing is found
to produce a slight height decrease of less than 2 m, so the
heading controller must cooperate with the height controller
to maintain altitude after the yaw control.

The influence of ωn is similar to the height tracking
responses, and a smaller ωn results in stronger amplitude
responses for all the motion parameters. Nevertheless, the
influence is not as obvious as the situation with the height
tracking responses, except for β.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, symmetric and asymmetric sweep morphing
modes were proposed as new control inputs to replace the
conventional control surfaces for flight control; the inno-
vative concept was applied in a novel tandem-wing MAV
that can be folded into and launched from a tubular cata-
pult. The four sweep angles of the MAV were planned as
symmetric and asymmetric morphing to maximally elimi-
nate the reactive force between airfoils and fuselage during
morphing. The effects of sweep morphing on the aerody-
namic characteristics were investigated using CFD and VLM
based on the quasi-steady assumption; the symmetric and
asymmetric sweep morphing modes generated considerable
pitch and roll moments, respectively. An accurate nonlinear
multibody dynamic model of the variable sweep MAV was
built using the Kane method. Based on the nonlinear dynamic
model, the open-loop dynamic responses of sweep morphing
were analyzed and compared with the responses caused by
the elevons control mode. A flight control law was also
designed using the classical PID control approach and was

demonstrated with a closed-loop simulation of height and
yaw tracking. The nonlinear simulation results demonstrated
the following:

(1) The sweep control mode produces weaker coupling
between the longitudinal and lateral dynamics than the
elevons control mode with the same magnitude of control
moment.

(2) The use of variable sweep for flight control was verified
to be feasible and effective; although yaw control will provide
only a slight change in height, it can be adjusted by the height
controller after the yaw control.

(3) The slower actuator response rate will cause stronger
amplitude responses and a longer oscillation time for the
motion parameters.

APPENDIX
The detailed six-degrees of freedom nonlinear dynamic
model is expressed by the following:

Fx = m(u̇+ wq− vr)

−

4∑
i=1

ma[y′i(ṙ + η̇i)+ ẏ′i(r + ηi)] (A1)

Fy = m(v̇+ ur − wp)

+

4∑
j=1

ma[(xi + x ′i )ṙ + x
′
i η̇j + ẋ ′i(r + ηi)] (A2)

Fz = m(ẇ+ vp− uq)

+

4∑
j=1

ma[y′iṗ− (xi + x ′i )q̇+ ẏ′ip− ẋ ′iq] (A3)

L̄ = −mag cos θ cosφ
4∑
i=1

y′i

+ J fx ṗ+ qr(J
f
z − J

f
y )− J

f
xz(ṙ + pq)+ 4Jax ṗ

+ 4qr(Jaz − J
a
y ){−zi[v̇+ ur − wp+ (xi + x ′i )ṙ + x

′
i η̇i

+ ẋ ′i(r + ηi)− ziṗ]+ ma
4∑
i=1

[ẇ+vp−uq+(yi + y′i)ṗ

− (xi + x ′i )q̇+ ẏ′ip− ẋ ′iq](yi + y
′
i)} (A4)

M = mag cos θ cosφ
4∑
i=1

(xi + x ′i )

+ J fy q̇+ pr(J
f
x − J

f
z )+ J

f
xz(p

2
− r2)+ 4Jay q̇

+ 4(Jax − J
a
z )pr

×{zi[−y′iṙ − y
′
iη̇i − ẏ′i(r + ηi)+ ziq̇]

+ma
4∑
i=1

−[ẇ+ vp− uq+ (yi + y′i)ṗ

− (xi + x ′i )q̇+ ẏ′ip− ẋ ′iq](xi + x
′
i )} (A5)

N = −mag
4∑
i=1

[sin θ (yi + y′i)+ cos θ sinφ(xi + x ′i )]

+ J fz ṙ + pq(J
f
y − J

f
x )− J

f
xz(ṗ− qr)+ 4J jz ṙ
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+ 4pq(J iy − J
i
x)

+ma
4∑
j=1

{[v̇+ ur − wp+ (xi + x ′i )ṙ + ẋ ′i(r + ηi)

− zjṗ](xi + x ′i )− [u̇+ wq− vr − (yi + y′i)ṙ

− ẏ′i(r + ηi)+ zjq̇](yi + y
′
i)} (A6)

According to the relationship between body coordinate
frame and wind coordinate the forces on the MAV are
expressed as

Fx = P− mg sin θ − D cosα cosβ − Y cosα sinβ
+L sinα

Fy = mg cos θ sinφ − D sinβ + Y cosβ
Fz = mg cos θ cosφ − D sinα cosβ − Y sinα sinβ
−L cosα

(A7)

where m is the mass of the MAV.
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